June 2020
Remember: the next club meeting will be held
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday before 2021!

Not the Photo Competition Winner

A lovely atmospheric photo of Duncan at Perranporth on Father’s Day, by Tim King.
Read the story behind it below.
Answer to last month’s question: It was on the “milk run” from Hay Bluff to Crickhowell.

And the editor writes

Thanks to Frank the buzzard and Tim King you have something a bit contemporary to read,
proving both that people have been out flying since lockdown and that paraglider pilots can
write!!
Thank you to both and I hope others will think about what they could do to entertain the
masses with tales of their daring do or their philosophical musings and also prove that hang
glider pilots can write too!

First time at Maker Heights –
Mid May

By Frank Hodges

I’ve been looking to fly sites, other than my
usual, that are not too far from my home so
I thought I would have a go at Maker
Heights in Devon.
I had been in contact with the always
helpful Tony Nelson and we arranged to
meet up there at about 10am.
When I got there Tony was waiting and a
few moments later another newbie arrived,
I think this fella had done his training in
Morocco not so long ago, which explained
why his new wing looked so shagged out.

Grenville Battery, to the right of take off

Tony gave us both the guided tour of the
place. Where to go for lift, the old derelict
Grenville Battery on the right, where to go
when the lift goes; a long strip of green
stuff down near the rocks/beach and the allimportant, where to aim for when
launching; between the two trees/bushes
and keep running, also where to land;

something I should have taken more notice
of.
It was a nice sunny day but not much wind.
We sorted out our kit and got ready to go, a
short time later the wind had increased and
Tony plus one or two others were up. I
launched my wing and moved into position,
waited for a surge in the wing to start my
run and off I went, the air wasn’t clean and
the wing and I were being pushed left and
right but I got away, clearing the barbed
wire fence and blackthorn bushes quite
easily. I turned right for the Grenville
Battery and picked up the lift, I also did a
bit of sniffing around to see if there was any
better lift to be had.
Tony was already flying off in the
Picklecombe Fort direction so I started
heading that way but it seemed to be like
flying through treacle, so slow and my
height seemed to be dropping too quick. I
turned back to regain height at the gun
battery ruins then had another go but with
half bar this time and eventually arrived
over the converted Picklecombe Fort, where
the lift was much better.
I hung about for a while then noticed the lift
seemed to be dropping a bit so, not being
one for walking, I started heading back.
About half way I notice some poor
unfortunate had ended up in the barbed
fence and blackthorn. At that time I had
plenty of height to land in the designated
landing spot but, instead, elected to stay
out front and have a look at this chap being
helped out of the bushes, then I turned in
to land nearer the launch area and found I
was in very bumpy lift so, “No problem,” I
thought, I’ll just overfly, go right for the
ruins, get my height back and land where I
should have first time around but got to the
ruins to find the lift was dropping – me too.

Picklecombe Fort

I spent what seems like an age beating
back and forth in front of the ruins gradually
dropping further and further down around
the bushes and the footpath.
The air was very bumpy, unlike when I first
launched and the wing seemed to be
surging when flying strait and turning. I was
already staying in, what to me, is pretty
close and trying to keep my turns tight and
flat so added braking on the surge to the
mix and found my vario registering short
bursts of good lift so I persisted with this
and gradually climbed back up to where my
feet were about five or six feet above the
walls of the ruins and wondered if that
would be enough to get to the launching
area where, unfortunately, other paragliders
were laid out in the hope of flying. I decided
to do another beat to see if I could get a bit
more height but ended up below the walls
of the ruins again. So, more beating back
and forth and almost got back to the height
I had been at not long before and thought,
sod it, go for it. The Paragliders were still
laid out on take-off, in the bloody way,
hoping for a miracle breeze. I appeared to
be approaching the ground pretty quickly;
too fast for my brain, I was braking to turn
back into wind and lose speed at the same

time and was definitely not planning on
running, due to the clutter lying about plus
not being very good at it, so it was jam
one’s feet in time – worked okay – didn’t
clash with anyone or their clutter but, in
future, I’ll just go back to the landing area
and not waste height overflying when lift
seems to be dropping.
The bloke was still in the barbed fence and
blackthorn. I walked down to help and saw
that Tony Nelson was helping him out so I
got in there to help speed things up a bit –
It was the Morocco bloke with his sand
blasted wing. He had been told to launch
further down the slope and keep running,
perhaps not the best advice, still, whilst
helping him untangle his lines I did pick up
one trick for speeding the untangling
process.
Tony had another go but ended up going
down for a nice walk back up. Later in the
afternoon, too late for me, Tony and one or
two others did get up but when Tony landed
he did say he had to work hard to get up to
where the real lift was.
Well I suppose the scratching was
interesting and all that bumpy air could well
have been coming from those big black
looking rock things heating up down at the
beach, also I finally managed to brake my
run of good landings.

Father’s Day 2020

By Tim King
Father's day 2020 was a good day. I spent the majority of the day with my family and was
then given free reign for the evening. Although the wind was not quite westerly, I opted to
get some ground handling practice in...
Arriving at Perranporth beach around 6pm, it was high tide, the wind was almost SSW at a
speed averaging 10-11 mph. After giving me some GH tips, Duncan kited up the dunes and
grassy slopes of Perranporth beach. I duly tried to follow but my ground handling
needs many more hours of work.
After several failed attempts to keep the wing airborne whilst climbing the dunes, I opted to
bunch up my wing and walk, whilst admirably watching Duncan, photographing him having
some fun. Besides, I'd had enough of removing beach twigs from my lines.
Half way up the slopes I decided to launch. In hindsight I should have carried on up the
hill, for the lift was minimal at this point and my 15st plus equipment glided back down to the
beach. I collected my wing and trudged back up the hill, stopping to admire/learn
from Duncan, plus taking a moment to enjoy the sea view (and get my breath back).
Near the top, the wind was stronger and more flyable. Duncan landed and gave me (much
wanted and needed) advice. We discussed venturi, rotor and air laws and the different sites
in Cornwall. We also discussed keeping safe and within my limits.
Taking off, there was some good lift off the cliffs, however I top landed and opted to practice
ground handling. With the tide being high I was not confident enough to get over the cliff
edge.
What I learned this evening was two things:
1) I need so much more ground handling practice!
2) I need to do this more regularly.
To quote Duncan, "a musician doesn't learn to play the Violin overnight"

